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She is very possessive about Mini and doesn't want anyone to look after her. Therefore, she comes up with a plan to
find a suitable match for her daughter. A short, elderly man, who is always staring at Mini, is her blind match maker.
Kavya (Anupama Singh) is a rich wife of Manik, and she is a teenager just like Mini. Her father is jealous of her
relationship with Manik, but does not allow her to marry someone else. Kavya is having an affair with another man
and wants to get rid of her family and move to London. To get rid of her family, she decides to take Mini to
England. When Mini meets her new father, she thinks that he is a nice person and accepts him as her father. Soon,
she starts liking him. But Manik thinks that Mini is getting too attached to the new father. Because of this he does
not let Kavya marry another man, which is why she is trying to take Mini to England. Manik's life is threatened when
his employee Shilpi gets arrested, and he has to take responsibility. He plans to marry Kavya and also marry Mini to
a wealthy man. This way he will protect his money and will also get some money from Mini's father. When Manik
plans to get Mini married to a rich man, he meets with a woman called Monica (Radhika Apte) in a pool of money.
He promises to give the money to Mini if she marries him. Kavya and Mini agree to this plan, and Manik also agrees
to it. The plan of Kavya is to get Manik kidnapped to exchange the money. When Kavya, Mini and the new father go
to his house, Mini is seen with a gun, which belongs to Manik's brother. Manik and Kavya hide in a wardrobe, and
Kavya is seen with a cash bag. The new father finds them in the wardrobe and starts going through the cash bag.
There, he finds a sealed envelope, which is a fake one. The woman in the room gets angry and starts hitting him. He
cries for help and someone else comes there, which is Kavya. When the new father sees that Kavya is Manik's sister,
he understands that it was Kavya who got him into this situation. He says that he doesn't have money. He gets scared
and says that he has a knife. He
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Vidya returns home one evening to find her daughter missing. An unknown man calls her and asks her to come to the address, otherwise
Minnie will be ... What?! Vidya can't believe her ears!After all, she works in the police, and not in the escort service. It won't happen to her!
While Vidya is looking for her daughter, she realizes that her life has become completely different. Her husband does not love her, her
teenage son does not understand her, but when Vidya learns a terrible secret about their mother, her world collapses completely. This picture
is a poignant story about a mother's love for her daughter, about forgiveness and happiness. "All I Have" is a movie that made me think
about a lot of things. Of course, this is a melodrama. fffad4f19a
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